
RECIPROCATING SAW POWPB30400
  RECIPROZAAG - SCIE SABRE 

 SÄBELSÄGE - SIERRA SABLE 

+50% LIFETIME
+50% AUTONOMY
+50% POWER

ADVANTAGES 
COMPARED TO A BRUSHED MOTOR

20V LITHIUM-ION
SAMSUNG BATTERIES  

FOR ALL PLATFORM TOOLS3
CHOOSE FROM

6.0Ah | 4.0Ah | 2.0Ah

20V BATTERY 
PLATFORM

BATTERY 
NOT INCLUDED

RATED VOLTAGE 20V

MAX. ROTATION SPEED 0-3000min-1

CUTTING DEPTH WOOD 150mm

CUTTING DEPTH STEEL 8mm

RECIPROCATING 
LENGTH 28mm

FEATURES

• Brushless motor
• Quick blade change
• Unlock button
• Adjustable pivot shoe
• Soft grip

INCLUDED
• 1x blade for wood
• 1x blade for metal
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Our +50 years of experience guarantee 
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BITS
S2 steel bits
titanium coated bits
nut drivers 
magnetic bit holders

METAL
HSS metal drills
HSS hex drills
HSS titanium 
coated drills
HSS cobalt drills

WOOD
wood drills
auger drills
flat wood drills
countersink drills

STONE
stone drills
hex stone drills

CONCRETE
SDS PLUS/MAX-type
concrete drills
concrete HEX drills
chisels

THE RIGHT ACCESSORY FOR EVERY JOB

Box (piece)

This powerful Pro Power reciprocating saw is designed for 
intensive use. Cutting off dead branches, shortening thick sanitary 
pipes or quickly sawing through a bar? This 20V cordless saber 
saw can handle the toughest tasks and gets to hard to reach 
places. Besides, you can really move completely freely without the 
hassle of cables lying around. You are able to saw up to 150mm in 
wood and plastic and up to 8mm in steel. Add a stroke length of no 
less than 28mm and you dispose of very nice sawing capacities.

The efficiency and comfort of this reciprocating saw doesn’t end 
here, because the blades can be changed easily thanks to the 
quick blade change system. The speed of the device can be set, 
with a max. rotation of 3000min-1. You can be sure you will enjoy 
using this high-quality Pro Power tool for a long time, as it has a 
durable, brushless motor. 1 saw blade for wood and 1 for metal are 
included.

Separate battery and charger
Battery and charger are not included. They are sold separately and 
are compatible with the entire Pro Power collection.

Which Pro Power battery is compatible?
This 20V reciprocating saw is compatible with all 20V Pro Power-
batteries. They are available in three versions, with a capacity of 
2.0Ah, 4.0Ah and one with 6.0Ah that provides you with an even 
longer battery run time.

RECIPROCATING SAW 20V LI-ION 
(NO BATTERY)

QUICK BLADE CHANGE

ADJUSTABLE PIVOT SHOE

SOFT GRIP

UNLOCK BUTTON

Pro Power is especially designed to meet the 
demands of a professional. The superior quality 
tools deliver a high performance and can handle the 
most challenging tasks. With Pro Power you can be 
sure of extremely durable and reliable tools.


